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Background:

Methods:
Semi-structured qualitative interviews

Sick leave cases by length

The relative return to work rates are low after
eight weeks of sick leave (NAV, 2018). Lengthy sick
leave is costly to the individual, surroundings and
society (Waddell & Burton, 2006), and early
interventions are important (Black, 2008). Return
to work is influenced by individual motivations
and beliefs (Waddell & Burton, 2006).
Aim: Describe how individuals sick listed for eight
weeks experience their situation, and their
thoughts toward returning to work.
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Work-life imbalance
•Health issues (e.g.
diagnosis or symptoms)
•Work stressors (work
load, new roles)
•Family challenges
•Sick leave necessary to
prioritize energy.

Loss of normal life

Needing assistance

•Losing identity as a
contributing member of
society
•Losing social life through
losing work as social arena
and social avoidance
behavior
•Uncertainty in diagnosis
or prognosis challenging.

•Healthcare assistance
(diagnosis, treatment)
•Employer assistance
(adjusted work, graded
sick leave)
•Welfare services contact
expected, but not present.
•Fear of worse situation if
too fast return to work.

M 38: “I’m thinking, I have to be home. I’m sick. I can’t go out
and have a burger and a beer with a buddy, because that might
look bad. Those from work may not understand that I’m
generally not well, but I might have a good day. […] “if you’re
well enough to go out, you’re well enough to be at work”. […]
this is one of the reasons why I want to be on graded leave,
because then I can live more normally.”

F 39: “… this time I’m to a larger degree on leave because of
my daughter, who is struggling mentally, […] and as I’ve had
an episode of burnout a few years ago I’ve arranged with my
GP that I can use that diagnosis to be able to be home.”

F 50: “When I’m going to start 100% again, I think I need a
deal with my employer and my GP that if I’m coming home
from work exhausted and can’t do anything … then I think it’s
too early to start 100%. Because I’m going to have a life
outside of work too … and we need to see how we can work
that out.”
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